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Expert F# 3.0Apress, 2012

	Expert F# 3.0 is about practical programming in a beautiful language that puts the power and elegance of data-rich functional programming into the hands of professional developers. In combination with .NET, F# achieves unrivaled levels of programmer productivity and program clarity.

	

	Expert F# 3.0 is:
...
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Learning Metasploit Exploitation and DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Metasploit is an open source exploit framework that provides you with heaps of exploits, as well as tools to assist you in creating your own exploits. This includes the ability to generate a large range of shellcodes for different purposes and platforms that can be customized to attack your target. The recent improvements in network security...
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FuelPHP Application Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Supercharge your projects by designing and implementing web applications with FuelPHP


	About This Book

	
		Construct top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on PHP
	
		Implement new functionalities using FuelPHP's convenient utilities and features such as the ORM,...
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Practical Node.js: Building Real-World Scalable Web AppsApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to build a wide range of scalable real-world web applications using a professional development toolkit. If you already know the basics of Node.js, now is the time to discover how to bring it to production level by leveraging its vast ecosystem of packages.With this book, you'll work with a varied collection of standards...
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Mastering Embedded Linux Programming: Create fast and reliable embedded solutions with Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Harness the power of Linux to create versatile and robust embedded solutions

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to develop and configure robust embedded Linux devices
	
			Explore the new features of Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell)
	
			Discover different ways to...
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Beginning PHP5 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
PHP5 is the newest version of the preferred language for rapidly creating dynamic Web page content. While its main use is as a cross-platform, HTML-embedded, server-side Web scripting language, it now works equally well when creating multi-tiered applications or XML-based applications as well as Web applications. This book teaches you the...
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Black Hat Physical Device Security: Exploiting Hardware and SoftwareSyngress Publishing, 2005
Attacking & Defending Physical Devices for Software and Hardware EngineersThe security devices of today are much more complex than those long ago. While some still are just electronic transistors, diodes, capacitors and resistors, many now have software and communication-based features. Easy-to-use and easy-to-deploy,...
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Design for Trustworthy Software: Tools, Techniques, and Methodology of Developing Robust SoftwarePrentice Hall, 2006
An Integrated Technology for Delivering Better Software—Cheaper and Faster!

 

This book presents an integrated technology, Design for Trustworthy Software (DFTS), to address software quality issues upstream such that the goal of software...
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Rails CookbookO'Reilly, 2007
Rails Cookbook is packed with the solutions you need to be a proficient developer with Rails, the leading framework for building the new generation of Web 2.0 applications.  Recipes range from the basics, like installing Rails and setting up your development environment, to the latest techniques, such as developing RESTful web services....
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Pragmatic Software Testing: Becoming an Effective and Efficient Test ProfessionalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A hands-on guide to testing techniques that deliver reliable software and systems
   

   Testing even a simple system can quickly turn into a potentially infinite task. Faced with tight costs and schedules, testers need to have a toolkit of practical techniques combined with hands-on experience and the right strategies...
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Software Engineering HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2002
The Software Engineering Handbook is written for software developers; unlike many other texts, it is written to be used in developers everyday work. Care has been taken to reference outside sources consulted for the text, easily leading readers to more detailed information when needed. This book is recommended for libraries that serve IT...
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The Method Framework for Engineering System ArchitecturesAuerbach Publications, 2008
One of the biggest sources of pain in system development is “system integration and test.” This is frequently where projects sailing along with all-green progress reports and Earned Value Management System status summaries start to see these indicators increasingly turn to yellow and then to red. Projects that were thought to be 80...
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